BPMKS967A3
(Characteristic 3.)
Branch piping

Manufacturer’s
label

4-Suspension
bolt (M8~M10)

Standard accessories (Caution 5.)
For indoor side (Gas)

For outdoor side (Gas)
Dimple

O.D. ø 15.9

Suspension bolt pitch
Wiring clamp

2x3 ‑ Brazing

3-I.D. ø 15.9 CuT

Suspension bolt pitch
Terminal (For A room)
Wiring clamp
Terminal (For B room)
Terminal (For C room)
Electric box
Terminal (For transmission)
I.D. ø 19.1 CuT

I.D. ø 9.5
Cut line for
Cut line for I.D. ø 12.7
For outdoor unit side (Gas)
I.D. ø 12.7

O.D. ø 15.9

(servicing space)

Room C

Room B

Room A

Min460

3-I.D. ø 6.4 CuT
Earth (M4)

Terminal
(For Power supply

O.D. ø 19.1

Cut line for
I.D. ø 15.9

I.D. ø 19.1

For indoor side (Liquid)
Cut line for O.D. ø 6.4
For outdoor unit side (Liquid)
O.D. ø 9.5

I.D. ø 6.4

I.D. ø 9.5

Installation restrictions

(installation and service space) (servicing space)
Min390

2-Brazing
Earth (M4)

INDOOR UNIT SIDE

I.D. ø 9.5 CuT
OUTDOOR UNIT SIDE

NOTES

Wall-mounting
(Characteristic 4.)

Screw for temporary fixing
(Cautions 3.)
(serciving space)

1. No drain treatment necessary.
2. This unit can be installed so that F or R side
faces forward. (it choosed by servicing direction).
3. The piping for the indoor unit and outdoor unit can be
freely installed to directions of A, B, C or D.
4. This unit can be installed with either suspending
from the ceiling or mounting on wall.

1. This unit must be installed so that side of E is facing up.
2. The slant of face E must be within ± 5°
for front and rear, right and left.
3. Before mounting on the wall, installation becomes easy
by hanging this unit on screw for temporary fixing. (2 places)
4. At the time of brazing the pipes, wrap the pipes with sufficient
wet clothes. And after brazing also, must cool piping enough.
5. Cut the piping of the standard accessories in order to
match the indoor unit’s piping diameter.

Min300

CAUTIONS

The opening for inspection
Servicing is needed
opening of 650mm square
for service and maintenance.

Screw for fixing. (4 places)
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